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Relativistic gyratons in asymptotically AdS spacetime
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We study the gravitational field of a spinning radiation beam-pulse (a gyraton) in a
D−dimensional asymptotically AdS spacetime. It is shown that the Einstein equations for such
a system reduce to a set of two linear equations in a (D − 2)−dimensional space. By solving these
equations we obtain a metric which is an exact solution of gravitational equations with the (neg-
ative) cosmological constant. The explicit metrics for 4D and 5D gyratons in asymptotically AdS
spacetime are given and their properties are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The gravitational field created by beams of radiation,
and pulses of light has been studied intensively since a
pioneer paper by Tolman [1] who found the solution of
gravitational equations in linear approximation. The ex-
act solutions of the Einstein equations for the pencil of
light has been found by Peres [2, 3] and Bonnor [4]. The
gravitational field of a spinning beam-pulse of finite du-
ration, a gyraton, generalizes these solutions to the case
when the beam-pulse carries an angular momentum [5, 6].
A typical example of a gyraton would be a pulse of a
circular polarized light or a modulated beam of ultra-
relativistic particles with a spin. The gravitational field
of the gyraton is parametrized by a number of arbitrary
functions of the retarded time u. These functions arise
through the dependence on u of the coefficients in mode
expansion of the gravitational field. They describe pro-
files of the energy density and angular momenta distri-
butions of the gyraton propagating in an asymptotically
flat D-dimensional spacetime. The gyraton solutions in
asymptotically flat spacetimes belong to a general class of
pp-waves. In the limit of an infinitesimally short impulse
and zero angular momentum the solutions describes a
gravitational field of an ultrarelativistic particle - a grav-
itational shock wave [7].

In this paper we generalize results for gyratons in
asymptotically flat spacetime [5, 6] to the case when a
spacetime is asymptotically AdS. That is, we obtain ex-
act solutions for the geometry of the gyraton propagating
in an asymptotically AdS background. For zero angular
momentum these solutions belong to the type of Siklos
spacetimes [8] generalized to higher dimensions. In the
limit of a δ(u)-like impulse these solutions correspond to
gravitational shock waves in AdS spacetime. Similar to
shock waves in a flat spacetime the solutions can be de-
rived using an infinite boost of the gravitational field of a
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point particle provided the energy of the particle is kept
fixed [9, 10, 11] (the Penrose limit). Shock wave metrics
can also be obtained from a global AdS space by cut-and-
paste technique [9, 12, 13]. In the string theory gravita-
tional shock waves propagating in a flat background got
much attention since they do not receive α′ corrections
[14, 15]. This property can be generalized also to the case
of gravitational shock waves propagating in AdS metrics
[16]. The proof of this property is based on geometrical
arguments, namely, on the fact that all scalar invariants
constructed from the Riemann tensor and its derivatives
are the same for pure AdS and for AdS shock wave solu-
tions. In the present paper we prove that this geometrical
property is also valid in more general case of the gyraton
AdS spacetime.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II collects
formulas for the gyraton metric in the asymptotically flat
spacetime obtained earlier in [5, 6]. This is done in order
to fix notations. These formulas are also used later when
we are discussing the asymptotically flat space limit of
the obtained gyraton metrics in the AdS spacetime. In
Section III a set of equations for a gyratons in the asymp-
totically AdS spacetime is derived. A general solution
of these equations is obtained in Section IV. Explicit
metrics for gyratons in 4D and 5D asymptotically AdS
spacetimes are obtained in the Sections V and VI, re-
spectively. Some properties of these solutions and their
applications and generalizations are discussed in Section
VII. Appendices contain expressions for the scalar and
vector Green functions in the AdS spacetime, which are
used in the main text.

II. GYRATONS IN ASYMPTOTICALLY FLAT

SPACETIME

A gravitational field of a gyraton propagating in an
asymptotically flat spacetime has been found recently in
[5, 6]. It is described by the metric

ds2 = −2 du dv + dx2 + Φ du2 + 2 (A, dx) du , (1)

u = x1, v = x2, x = xa.
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The functions Φ(u,x) and A(u,x) do not depend on
v. The spatial part of the metric (1) in the (D −
2)−dimensional hyperplane transverse to the direction
of the motion of the gyraton is flat,

dx2 = δabdx
adxb =

D
∑

a=3

(dxa)2 . (2)

l = lµ∂µ = ∂v is a null Killing vector. The metrics of this
form are the most general D-dimensional null Brinkmann
metrics [17] with flat transverse space, which sometimes
are called pp-wave metrics [18]. In what follows we as-
sume that Latin indices a, b, . . . for the coordinates in the
transverse plane run from 3 to D. We assume that the
sum is taken over the repeated Latin indices and omit
the summation symbol. We denote covariant derivatives
with respect to the flat spatial metric δab by colon, ():a.

The functions Φ and Aa can be considered as a scalar
and a vector field in the (D− 2)−dimensional Euclidean
space which depend also on an external parameter u. The
metric (1) is invariant under the coordinate transforma-
tion

v → v + λ(u, xa) ,

provided the functions Φ and Aa transform as follows

Aa → Aa − λ,a , Φ → Φ − 2λ,u . (3)

We shall also use the following notation

Fab = ∂aAb − ∂bAa (4)

for the antisymmetric tensor in the (D− 2)−plane. This
tensor is evidently invariant under the transformation
(3).

The nonzero components of the Ricci tensor for the
metric (1) are [6]

Rua =
1

2
Fab

:b,

Ruu = −1

2
Φ:a

:a +
1

4
FabF

ab + ∂u(Aa
:a) .

Thus the Einstein equations reduce to the following two
sets of equations in (D − 2)−dimensional flat space

Fab
:b = Ja, (5)

Φ:a
:a = −J +

1

2
FabF

ab + 2∂u(Aa
:a) , (6)

where

Ja = κTua, J = κ[Tuu − 1

D − 2
guuT ]. (7)

Here κ = 16πG and G is the D−dimensional gravita-
tional coupling constant.

The first set of equations (5) formally coincides with
the Euclidean Maxwell equations in D − 2-dimensional
Euclidean space (magnetostatics), Ja playing the role of

the current. The second equation (6) is similar to the
equation for the electric potential with the only difference
that besides the charge distribution J it contains an extra
source proportional to F2.

To solve the equations (5)-(6) one should first find a
vector potential from the linear equation (5), and then
substitute the obtained solution to the right hand-side of
(6). It is convenient to split Φ into two parts, the first
part being a solution for the source J , and the second one
being a solution for the distributed ”charge” JF = − 1

2F
2

Φ = ϕ+ ψ, (8)

ϕ:a
:a − 2∂u(Aa

:a) = −J, ψ:a
:a =

1

2
FabF

ab. (9)

Note that the combination Φ:a
:a − 2∂u(Aa

:a) remains
invariant under the gauge transformation (3). Therefore,
the equations (5), (6),(8), and (9) are gauge invariant.

The source terms J and Ja vanish outside the posi-
tion of the gyraton. Solutions obtained in [5, 6] describe
the gravitational field of the gyraton in the limit when
its transverse size goes to zero. Though it is possible to
find an exact solution of the Einstein equations for an
arbitrary source of finite size, it makes sense to consider
first point-like distributions in the transverse space. Let
us emphasized that in the general case the solution (9) is
only formal and may not have a well-defined sense. The
reason is that for a point-like current, Fab has a singu-
larity at x = 0. If one considers this singular function
as a distribution, one needs to define what is the mean-
ing of FabF

ab in (9). This problem does not exist for
a distributed source (gyraton). At some small distance
outside the point-like source the vacuum solution of the
Einstein equations provides a description of the problem
in question. At the position of the source this vacuum
solution can be stitched to the metric created by gyra-
ton with a generic distribution of the energy density and
angular momentum ( see a discussion of the problem at
the end of Chapter II of the paper [6] ). In our analysis
of the gyratons in the asymptotically AdS spacetime we
assume that the source terms are locally the same as in
the asymptotically flat case. One can reformulate this
condition by requiring that the local properties of the
gravitational field near x = 0 are the same in both cases.

III. GYRATONS IN ASYMPTOTICALLY ADS

SPACETIME

Now consider a gyraton propagating in the D-
dimensional asymptotically AdS background.

It is well known that a pure AdS spacetime is con-
formal to the Minkowski one. Let us choose one of the
spatial coordinates, say x3 ≡ z, and consider the follow-
ing metric

ds̄2 = ḡµνdx
µdxν =

L2

z2

[

−2 du dv + dx2
]

. (10)
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It is easy to show that this metric has constant curvature
and obey the Einstein equations

R̄µν − 1

2
R̄ḡµν = −Λḡµν , (11)

where Λ = −(D − 1)(D − 2)/(2L2). The constant L in
(10) is the radius of the curvature of the AdS world. It is
worthwhile to mention, that in the metric (10) the coor-
dinate z play a special role, and by using the conformal
factor depending on z one might expect that the symme-
try of the metric (10) would be less than the symmetry of
the original flat metric. It does not happen. The space-
time (10) remains homogeneous and isotopic, but instead
of the Poincare group its isometry group is SO(D, 1). In
the solution (10) the point z = 0 corresponds to the spa-
tial infinity and z = ∞ is the horizon defined for the set
of observers sitting at rest at constant z.

As the ansatz for the gyraton metric in the asymptot-
ically AdS spacetime we use the following expression

ds2 =
L2

z2
[ − 2dudv + dx2

+ Φ(u,x)du2 + 2(A(u,x), dx)du
]

. (12)

Here again z = x3 is one of the spatial coordinates. In
the absence of the gyraton Φ = A = 0 and the metric
reduces to the pure AdS metric. This property would be
preserved asymptotically if one assumes that both func-
tions Φ(u,x) and A(u,x) vanish at the infinity of the
transverse space. In what follows we assume that this
condition is satisfied. Note also that in the limit L→ ∞,
while the location of the gyraton is kept near z0 → L and
[(z−z0)2+(x−x0)

2]/L2 → 0, one gets the asymptotically
flat gyraton geometry.

Before discussing solutions of the Einstein equations
of the form (12) note that this metric has the following
property: All local scalar invariants constructed from the
metric, the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives
are exactly the same as those for the pure AdS spacetime
(10). This property is valid off-shell, i.e., the metric does
not need to be a solution of the Einstein equations. The
proof of this statement is given in Appendix A. This is
a generalization to the case of relativistic gyratons of the
statement by Horowitz and Itzhaki [16] which has been
given in application to gravitational shock waves in AdS.

Now let us return to the dynamics of the gyraton space-
time. Substituting the ansatz (12) into the Einstein equa-
tions

Rαβ − 1

2
Rgαβ + Λgαβ = 8πTαβ,

and using the same notations (2),(4), and (7) as in
asymptotically flat case, we obtain again two nontrivial

equations

Fab
:b − D − 2

z
Faz = Ja, (13)

Φ:a
:a − 1

2
FabF

ab − 2∂u (A:a
a ) (14)

− D − 2

z
(∂zΦ − 2∂uAz) = −J.

Here ():a denotes the covariant derivatives with respect
to the flat metric in the transverse space.

IV. SOLVING THE EINSTEIN EQUATIONS

A. Magnetostatics in AdS space

The analogy of (13) with the ”magnetostatic” Maxwell
equations (5) can be made more precise if we rewrite
(13) as the Maxwell equations in a fiducial N-dimensional
Euclidean AdS space (B1). To do this let us introduce a
fiducial Euclidean AdS metric g̃AB

g̃AB =
L2

z2
δAB, A,B = (3, . . . , N + 2). (15)

For simplicity we put the radius parameter L = 1. It is
not difficult to restore proper dimensionality later. Let
us denote the covariant derivatives in AdS metric (15) by
semicolon and covariant derivatives in flat N-dimensional
metric by a vertical bar. Then one has

FAB
;B = z2

(

FAB
|B − N − 4

z
FAz

)

.

One can see that the equation (13) is identical to the
Maxwell equations in N = D + 2 dimensional Euclidean
AdS space and reads

FAB
;B = J̃A, J̃A = z2JA, (16)

FAB = ∂AAB − ∂BAA, (17)

AA = (Aa, 0, 0, 0, 0), JA = (Ja, 0, 0, 0, 0). (18)

We call this space fiducial. The current JA and the vector
potential AA depend only onD−2 coordinates xa and the
retarded tine u. To obtain a solution for AA one needs
to know the Green function for vector field in Euclidean
AdS space

AA(x) =

∫

dNx′
√

g̃′ GAB′(x, x′) J̃B′

(x′). (19)

The vector Green function GAB′ in the pure AdS space
is well known [21, 23]. We present the explicit expression
for it in Appendix C.
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B. Massless scalar field in AdS space

Similarly to the vector field case we represent (14) in
the form of the scalar field equation in the fiducial higher
dimensional Euclidean AdS space (B1).

ḡAB =
L2

z2
δAB, A,B = (3, . . . , D + 1, D + 2). (20)

One has AA = (Aa, 0, 0),

Φ;A
;A = z2

(

Φ
|A
|A − D − 2

z
Φ,z

)

= z2

(

Φ:a
:a − D − 2

z
Φ,z

)

,

A;A
A = z2

(

A
|A
A − D − 2

z
Az

)

= z2

(

A:a
a − D − 2

z
Az

)

,

FABF
AB = z4FabF

ab.

For the scalar equations the dimensionality of the fiducial
space N = D is chosen so that these equations reproduce
(14). Thus we can rewrite equation (14) for the metric of
the gyraton as an equation for the functions Φ defined in
the pure Euclidean AdS geometry with the proper num-
ber of dimensions (N = D). The scalar equation then
reads

Φ;A
;A = −z2J +

1

2z2
FABF

AB + 2∂u

(

A;A
A

)

. (21)

A solution of this problem expressed in terms of the scalar
Green function (B4) in the D-dimensional Euclidean AdS
space is

Φ = ϕ+ ψ,

ϕ =

∫

dDx
√

ḡ′ G(x, x′) J̄(x′), (22)

ψ =

∫

dDx
√

ḡ′ G(x, x′) J̄F (x′), (23)

J̄ =
[

z2J − 2∂u

(

A;A
A

)]

, J̄F = − 1

2z2
FABF

AB.

V. 4D GYRATONS

Let us consider a special case of a gyraton in 4D AdS.
Its metric has the form

ds2 =
−2dudv + dz2 + dx2 + Φdu2 + 2(Azdz +Axdx)du

z2
.

The spatial components Ja of the vector current are as-
sumed to be localized at x = x0 and to have the same
structure as in asymptotically flat case [5, 6]

Ja =
κ

2
j(u)z2ǫab∂b[δ(z − z0)δ(x − x0)].

Here ǫab is the 2D Levi-Civita symbol and the total an-
gular momentum of the source is given by J =

∫

du j(u).
The current satisfies the conservation law

∂aJa − 2

z
Jz = 0.

We look for the vector potential in the form

Aa = z2ǫab∂bσ(z, x), (24)

which, evidently, satisfies the gauge condition

∂aAa − 2

z
Az = 0.

The two-dimensional field strength is given by the rela-
tion

Fab = ∂aAb − ∂bAa = −ǫab∂c(z
2∂cσ). (25)

We restrict ourselves to the case when Fab decreases at
spatial infinity, then from the equations (13) one gets

1

z2
∂a

(

z2∂aσ
)

= −κ
2
j(u)δ(z − z0)δ(x− x0). (26)

Looking at (25) and (26) one can see that in four dimen-
sions due to the Maxwell equations Fab, vanishes every-
where outside the location of the gyraton [25], while Aa

is nontrivial.
The solution for σ can be easily found. It reads

σ =
κ

8π
j(u)

1

zz0
ln

U
U + 2

=
κ

8π
j(u)

1

zz0
ln

(z − z0)
2 + (x− x0)

2

(z + z0)2 + (x− x0)2
, (27)

where

U =
(z − z0)

2 + (x − x0)
2

2zz0
= 2

r2−
r2+ − r2−

(28)

and

r± =
√

(z ± z0)2 + (x− x0)2. (29)

Thus we obtain

Aa =
κ

8π
j(u) z2ǫab∂b

[

1

zz0
ln

(z − z0)
2 + (x− x0)

2

(z + z0)2 + (x− x0)2

]

=
κ

π
j(u) z2ǫab∂b

[

1

r2+ − r2−
ln
r−
r+

]

. (30)

Now consider the scalar equation (14)

∂a∂aΦ − 2

z
∂zΦ = −J +

1

2
FabF

ab. (31)

where

J = −κ
√

2 ε(u)z2 δ(z − z0)δ(x − x0).

A solution for Φ can be found by using the method dis-
cussed in the previous section. In fact we use (22) by
introducing two extra dimensions y = (y1, y2) and using
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scalar Green functions (B5) given in Appendix B. For
Fab = 0 one has [26]

Φ = −κ
√

2 ε(u)

∫

dy G4(z, x,y; z0, x0, 0)

= −κ
√

2

4π
ε(u) zz0

[

(U + 1) ln
U

U + 2
+ 2

]

= −κ
√

2

8π
ε(u)

[

(r2+ + r2−) ln
r−
r+

+ r2+ − r2−

]

.

Here functions U and r± are defined by (28) and (29).
Note that the four dimensional gyraton is a special

case, because the equations for Fab assume that it van-
ishes outside the location of the gyraton. Therefore, lo-
cally the vector function Aa can be put to zero using a
proper coordinate transformation (3). In this gauge the
metric acquires the Siklos [8] form. However, one can
not make Aa to be zero globally, since the gauge invari-
ant contour integral

∮

Aa(u,x)dxa around the position
of the gyraton is proportional to the angular momentum
density j(u) which is non-zero. This is why we prefer to
present the vector potential Aa in the form (30), which is
analogous to the vector potential of the Bohm-Aharonov
flux. Let us emphasize that, for higher dimensions D ≥ 5
the tensor Fab is non-trivial anyway.

VI. 5D GYRATONS

In five dimensions AdS gyraton metric reads

ds2 =
−2dudv + (dxa)2 + Φdu2 + 2Aadx

adu

z2
,

where xa = (z, x3, x4). The gyraton current has a form

Ja =
κ

2
z3j(u) ǫabcn

c∂b[δ
3(xa − xa

0)].

It is parametrized by a unit 3-vector nc which points in
the direction of the magnetic dipole. Without loss of
generality one can write

nc = δc
z cos η + δc

3 sin η, η = const. (32)

This current satisfies the conservation law

J :a
a − 3

z
Jz = 0.

Let us consider the simplest case when the current is in
the (x3, x4) plane, i.e., dipole moment is directed along
z-axis, nc = (1, 0, 0). Then

Ja =
κ

2
z3j(u) ǫabz∂b[δ

3(xa − xa
0)]. (33)

In the Lorentz gauge

A:a
a − 3

z
Az = 0,

the vector potential can be written in the form

Aa = ǫabz∂b[σ(xc)]. (34)

The corresponding Maxwell tensor takes the form

Fab = ǫabcH
c, Hc =

1

2
ǫcefFef ,

Hc = −δc
z∂b∂

bσ + ∂z∂
cσ,

Fab = −ǫabz∂
c∂cσ + ǫabc∂z∂

cσ,

Fab
:b − 3

z
Faz = −ǫabz∂

b

[

∂c∂
cσ − 3

z
∂zσ

]

.

From this we obtain the following equation for σ

∂c∂
cσ − 3

z
∂zσ = −κ

2
z3j(u)δ3(xa − xa

0), (35)

which coincides with the scalar field equation in 5D AdS
spacetime. Using the scalar Green functions (B5) we get

σ = − κ

4π
j(u) zz0

[

U + 1 −
√

U(U + 2)
]2

2
√

U(U + 2)

= − κ

64π
j(u)

(r+ − r−)4

r+r−
. (36)

Here

U =
(z − z0)

2 + x2

2zz0
, r± =

√

(z ± z0)2 + x2,

and x2 = (x3 − x3
0)

2 + (x4 − x4
0)

2.
In the vicinity of the current, i.e, when r− → 0 one

gets

σ → − κ

8π
j(u)

z3
0

r−
. (37)

Contrarily to 4D case, the Maxwell tensor Fab in five
dimensions does not vanish outside the source. The cor-
responding ”magnetic” field Hc is

Hc =

(

∂c − 3

z
δc
z

)

∂zσ +
κ

2
j(u)δc

zz
3δ(z − z0)δ(x). (38)

The equation for Φ involves the current J (see (7)) and

JF = −1

2
FabF

ab = −HcHc.

The local terms, originating from δ-function, have mean-
ing of proper energy of the gyraton and can be combined
into the redefined energy parameter E of the source. So,
the nontrivial contribution of angular momenta to the
Φ component of the gyraton metric comes from the first
term in (38).

The solution for the guu component of the metric fol-
lows the same lines as that of 4D case

Φ = ϕ+ ψ,

ϕ:a
:a − 3

z
∂zϕ = −J,

ψ:a
:a − 3

z
∂zψ = −JF .
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The scalar current is

J = −κ
√

2z3ε(u) δ(xa − xa
0).

Because the equation for ϕ is exactly of the same type
as (35), we can write down the answer without further
calculations

ϕ =
κ
√

2

2π
ε(u)zz0

[

U + 1 −
√

U(U + 2)
]2

2
√

U(U + 2)

=
κ
√

2

32π
ε(u)

(r+ − r−)4

r+r−
. (39)

Using the same Green function (B5) we can write the
solution for ψ

ψ =

∫

dz′dx′G(z,x; z′x′)
1

z′3
J ′

F . (40)

Here

G(z,x; z′x′) = − 1

8π
√

((z − z′)2 + ∆x2)((z + z′)2 + ∆x2)

×
[

z2 + z′2 + ∆x2 −
√

((z − z′)2 + ∆x2)((z + z′)2 + x2)
]2

,

∆x2 = (x − x′)2 = (x3 − x′3)2 + (x4 − x′4)2,

and J ′
F = −H ′cH ′

c is a function of (z′, z0,x
′) and Hc is

defined by (38).

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

The main result of this paper is the generalization of
the gyraton solutions [5, 6] to asymptotically AdS space-
times. These metrics describe the gravitational field of
ultrarelativistic beam pulses with non-zero angular mo-
mentum propagating in the AdS spacetime. We demon-
strate how the method proposed in [5, 6] can be gener-
alized to solve the Einstein equations for the spacetime
which is asymptotically AdS. The corresponding solu-
tions contain a number of arbitrary functions of u de-
scribing distributions of the energy density and angular
momenta of the beam pulse. As special examples we dis-
cuss the gyraton AdS metrics in 4 and 5 dimensions in
detail. In the absence of angular momentum the 4D AdS-
gyraton solutions reduce to the Siklos spacetimes [8]. In
the absence of rotation and for a δ-function profile of the
energy density, the obtained solutions coincide with AdS
shock waves metric [19].

The gyraton geometry in asymptotically flat space-
times has the property that all scalar invariants con-
structed from the curvature and its covariant derivatives
are zero [6]. It is this property, that in the case of shock
waves made it possible to conclude that quantum and α′

corrections to the metric are zero [14, 15]. We demon-
strate that a similar property is valid for the gyraton AdS

metrics. Namely, all scalar invariants constructed from
the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives are the
same both for the asymptotically AdS gyraton metric and
for exact AdS spacetime. It was shown earlier [20] that
in the string theory α′ corrections do not modify AdS
solution. Thus, according to the geometrical approach
arguments [16] these corrections, probably, should not
modify the asymptotically AdS gyraton metric as well.

It should be emphasized that we focused on the solu-
tions outside the region occupied by a gyraton. To obtain
a total solution one needs to solve the interior problem in-
side the region occupied by the gyraton and to glue this
solution with an exterior metric. Solutions for 4D and
5D AdS gyratons presented in the paper (which formally
has a singularity at x = 0) generalize special solutions
discussed in [5, 6].

The obtained AdS gyraton solutions can be used for
study of the mini black hole production in the collision
of two ultrarelativistic particles with spin moving in the
AdS space. It would be also interesting to analyze these
solutions in relation with the AdS-CFT correspondence.
In particular, a gyraton may have a complex structure
which is encoded in its gravitational field. According to
the AdS-CFT correspondence the asymptotic of this met-
ric at the AdS space infinity must be sufficient to obtain
the complete information about the gyraton structure. It
might be possible since all the multipole moments of the
field in the AdS do not fall of faster at infinity [24]. It is
interesting to discuss this mechanism in more details.
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APPENDIX A: CURVATURE INVARIANTS

1. Curvature

Let us demonstrate that the metric (12) has the follow-
ing property: All local invariants constructed from the
metric, the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives
are exactly the same as those for the pure AdS spacetime
(10). This property is valid off-shell, i.e., the metric does
not need to be a solution of the Einstein equations.

To prove this we write the gyraton metric (12) in the
form

gαβ = ḡαβ + 2l(αaβ), (A1)

where ḡαβ is the AdS metric (10) and the vectors lα and
aα (in the coordinates adopted in (10) and (12)) have the
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components

lu = −L
2

z2
, lv = la = 0, (A2)

au =
1

2
Φ, av = 0, aa = Aa(u,x). (A3)

In what follows we shall use the gyraton metric gαβ to
operate with indices. For example, aα = gαβaβ and lα =
gαβlβ. In particular, one has

lα = δα
v , lαaα = 0 . (A4)

It is easy to see that l = lα∂α is the Killing vector in
the both metrics (10) and (12). This vector obey the
following properties

lǫlǫ = 0, lǫ;ǫ = 0, (A5)

lα;β = 2l[ακβ] , lǫκǫ = 0, (A6)

where κα = −∇α ln z. Here semicolon denotes the co-
variant derivative with respect to the gyraton metric.
We use notations l(αaβ) = 1

2 (lαaβ + lβaα) and l[ακβ] =
1
2 (lακβ − lβκα).

Straightforward calculations show that the scalar cur-

vature for the metric (12) is constant R = −D(D−1)
L2 . The

Riemann tensor for the gyraton metric can be written as
the sum

Rαβµν = R̂αβµν + rαβµν . (A7)

Here the constant curvature part reads

R̂αβµν = [gαµgβν − gανgβµ]R. (A8)

Let us express the Riemann tensor of the AdS metric
ḡαβ in terms of the gyraton metric gαβ . We have

ḡαβ = gαβ − 2l(αaβ). (A9)

The inverse AdS metric, being expressed in terms of the
gyraton metric, has a form

ḡαβ = gαβ + 2l(αaβ) + lαlβaǫaǫ. (A10)

Straightforward calculation of the Christoffel symbols
gives

Γ̄µ
αβ = Γµ

αβ − γµ
αβ , (A11)

where

γµ
αβ = lµa(α;β) + 2a(αl

µ
;β) + l(αFβ)

µ

+ 2lµaǫlǫ;(αaβ) + lµl(αFβ)ǫa
ǫ. (A12)

Here Fαβ = ∂αaβ − ∂βaα. The ‘spatial’ components of
this tensor, Fab, coincide with (4), and Fαβ l

β = 0. It is
easy to check that the tensor γµ

αβ obeys the relations

γµ
αβlµ = γµ

αβl
α = γµ

αβl
β = 0.

Using (A12) and the property (A6) one can show that

γµ
αβ = lµpαβ + l(αqβ)

µ, (A13)

lαpαβ = lβqβ
µ = lµqβ

µ = 0. (A14)

We call a tensor to be aligned to the the vector lα if it can
be written as a sum of terms, where each term contains as
a factor at least one vector lα. The tensor γµ

αβ is aligned
to the vector lα.

Substituting the decomposition (A11) into the defini-
tion of the Riemann tensor

Rµ
ναβ = ∂αΓµ

νβ − ∂βΓµ
να + Γµ

ǫαΓǫ
νβ − Γµ

ǫβΓǫ
να (A15)

we obtain

R̄µ
ναβ = Rµ

ναβ −∇αγ
µ
νβ + ∇βγ

µ
να + γµ

ǫαγ
ǫ
νβ − γµ

ǫβγ
ǫ
να.

It’s easy to see that all terms containing γµ
νβ and ∇αγ

µ
νβ

are aligned with lα owing to (A13) and (A6). The differ-
ence of the Riemann tensors with all indices in the lower
position has the same property because lowing index on
the left hand-side with (A9) results to additional term
−lµaǫR

ǫ
ναβ on the right hand-side, which is orthogonal

to lα. Therefore, the difference rµναβ of the Riemann
tensors

R̄µναβ = Rµναβ − rµναβ

is aligned with the vector lα and has the form

rµναβ = l[µKν][αβ] + l[αKβ][µν], (A16)

where the tensor Kµ[αβ] is orthogonal to lα

lµKµ[αβ] = lαKµ[αβ] = 0.

2. Curvature invariants

At first we consider scalar invariants constructed from
the curvature but which do not contain covariant deriva-
tives. Scalar invariants, constructed from powers of the
curvature Rαβµν involve the powers of R̂αβµν , (A8), con-
structed from the gyraton metric, and the powers of
rαβµν . But the powers of rαβµν contain at least one lα
which must be contracted either with another lα, or with
aα and Kαµν . In all these cases the contraction gives

zero. Therefore, only the powers of R̂αβµν may survive a
contraction over all indexes. Hence, such invariants cal-
culated for the gyraton metric are identical to those of
the exact AdS geometry.

Now consider scalar invariants containing covariant
derivatives of the curvature with respect to the gyraton
metric gαβ. The derivatives of the constant curvature
part in the decomposition (A7) vanish identically. So,
there remain only terms with derivatives acting on rαβµν

given by (A16). Since rαβµν is aligned with the vector l,
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terms which enter a given scalar invariant always contain
either l or its covariant derivatives. Besides these terms,
the scalar invariant may also include terms constructed
from aα, κα, Kαµν and their covariant derivatives. In
the general case the scalar invariant is a linear combina-
tion of products of such terms. For each of the product
one can define the total number of covariant derivatives
which enter the product. Suppose that n is the largest of
these numbers, than we denote the corresponding scalar
invariant by Sn. We call n an order of the invariant.

In what follows we shall use the property that l is the
Killing vector. Denote by T β...

α... a tensor constructed from
aα, κα, Kαµν and their covariant derivatives. Then

LlT
β...
α... = 0 , (A17)

or using the definition of the Lie derivative

lµ∇µT
β...
α... = ∇µl

α T β...
µ... + . . .−∇βl

µ T µ...
α... − . . . . (A18)

Consider a scalar invariant Sn. We describe now oper-
ations which allows one to transform identically Sn into
a ‘canonical’ form. Each of these operations either keeps
the order n the same or reduces it.

Operation 1. If in an invariant Sn there exists a covari-
ant derivative acting in l, one can use (A6) to exclude it.
By repeating this procedure one can always transform Sn

into the form S′
n′ without derivatives of l. It is evident

that n′ ≤ n.
Operation 2. Consider an invariant Sn which does not

contain derivatives of l. Since l2 = 0, the vector index
of lα must be contracted either with the index of aα,
κα, Kαµν , or with one of the covariant derivatives. In
the former case, the corresponding term is of the form
lα∇ . . .∇p...α..., where p...α... is one of the tensors aα,
κα, Kαµν . Using the relation

lα∇β(. . .) = ∇β [lα(. . .)] − 2l[ακβ](. . .) , (A19)

one can ‘move’ l through covariant derivatives. By re-
peating this procedure and using (A6) one finally tran-
form Sn into the form

Sn = ∇ . . .∇(lαp...α...) + Sn−1 . (A20)

Since lαp...α... = 0 as a final result of this procedure
one can exclude terms containing lα∇ . . .∇p...α... and de-
crease the order n. By using again (if necessary) the
Operation 1 one can transform the obtained expression
Sn−1 into the form without the derivatives of l.

Operation 3. Consider now a term where the index of
l is contracted with the index of a covariant derivative

lα . . .∇α(. . .) . (A21)

Using (A19) one can transform the corresponding invari-
ant Sn (without increasing its order) into a form

. . . lα∇α(. . .) . (A22)

By using (A18) and (A6) one can decrease the number of
derivative in this expression. As the result, one reduces
Sn to Sn−1. By using (if necessary) the Operation 1 one
can transform the obtained expression Sn−1 into the form
without the derivatives of l.

By repeating the operations 2 and 3 one finally arrives
to an invariant of the zero order in derivatives. But all
zero order invariants necessarily contain as factors the
contraction of lǫ with aǫ, κǫ, and Kǫµν , which are zero.
Thus, only invariants which did not contain derivatives
may not vanish. But, as was shown the beginning of this
subsection, these invariants for AdS and AdS-gyraton
metrics are identical. Therefore, all scalar invariants for
the gyraton in the asymptotically AdS spacetime and
scalar invariants of exact AdS spacetime coincide. It
should be emphasized that we do not use the fact that
Λ is negative. Thus the same result is also valid in the
asymptotically de Sitter spacetime.

APPENDIX B: SCALAR GREEN FUNCTION IN

ADS

The Euclidean propagator for a massless scalar field is
the solution to the equation

�̄ G(x, x′) = −δ(x, x′), xA = (z, x4, . . . , xN+2).

Here we enumerated coordinates starting with x3 = z,
rather than x1 in order to distinguish this artificial Eu-
clidean AdS from the physical spacetime. The Euclidean
AdSN metric with a unit radius L = 1 reads

ds2 =
1

z2

[

(dz)2 + (dx4)2 + · · · + (dxN+2)2
]

. (B1)

The geodesic distance µ(x, x′) in this geometry is

cosh(µ(x, x′)) = 1 + U(x, x′),

U =
δAB(xA − x′A)(xB − x′B)

2zz′
. (B2)

It obeys the equation

µAµ
A = 1, UAU

A = U(U + 2). (B3)

Because AdS is highly symmetrical space all necessary
physical quantities may be expressed in terms of only
one biscalar function (see, e.g., [21]) µ(x, x′) or U ≡
UN(x, x′). Thus for the Green function in even (N = 2k)
and odd (N = 2k + 1) number of dimensions we obtain
accordingly [22]

G2k(x, x′) = − 1

(2π)k

(

− ∂

∂U

)k−1

Qk−1 (U + 1) ,

G2k+1(x, x
′) = − 1

(2π)k

(

− ∂

∂U

)k−1

(B4)

×

[

U + 1 −
√

U(U + 2)
]k

2
√

U(U + 2)
.
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Here Qk−1(U + 1) is the Legendre function and U =
UN (x, x′).

For the problem in question the source on the right
hand-side of the (21) depends on the retarded time u and
(D−2) spatial coordinates (z, x4, . . . , xD). Therefore, the
solution for the scalar potential Φ will require integration
over all unphysical extra dimensions. For our purpose we
need to know an integral of the scalar Green function over
two extra coordinates (e.g., xN+1 and xN+2).

∫

dxN+1dxN+2G(UN ) = 2πzz′
∫ ∞

UN−2

dUN G(UN ).

This property trivially follows from the relation

UN = UN−2 +
l2

2zz′
,

l2 = (xN+1 − x′N+1)2 + (xN+2 − x′N+2)2.

The Legendre function of integer index can be expressed
in terms of elementary functions. For example explicit
expressions for the Green functions from 2 till 6 dimen-
sions are

G2 =
1

4π
ln

(

U

U + 2

)

,

G3 = − 1

4π

[

U + 1
√

U(U + 2)
− 1

]

,

G4 = − 1

8π2

[

ln

(

U

U + 2

)

+
1

U
+

1

U + 2

]

, (B5)

G5 = − 1

8π2

[

2 +
1 − 3U − 6U2 − 2U3

(U(U + 2))3/2

]

,

G6 =
1

16π3

[

3 ln

(

U

U + 2

)

+
2(U + 1)(3U2 + 6U − 2)

U2(U + 2)2

]

.

APPENDIX C: GREEN FUNCTION FOR A

MASSLESS VECTOR FIELD IN ADS

Consider a Green function GAB′(x, x′) for massless
vector fields in Euclidean AdS space. This propagator
satisfies the equation

∇A∇[AGB]B′ = −gBB′δ(x, x′) + ∂B′ΛB(x, x′) (C1)

and can be represented in the form

GAB′(x, x′) = −(∂A∂B′U) F (U) + ∂A∂B′S(U). (C2)

Here F (U) describes the propagation of the physical com-
ponents of AA while ΛB and S(U) are gauge artifacts and
can be discarded [21, 23].

F (U) = CN [U(2 + U)]1−N/2, CN =
Γ

(

N
2 − 1

)

(4π)N/2
.

∂A∂B′U = − 1

zz′
[δAB′ − UδAzδzB′

+
1

z
(x− x′)AδzB′ − 1

z′
(x− x′)B′δAz.

]

.

The vector potential is defined as

AA(x) =

∫

dNx′
√

g′GAB′(x, x′)JB′

(x′). (C3)

Similar to the scalar field case the current JB′

doesn’t
depend on some coordinates xk and doesn’t have com-
ponents in these directions. Then integration over these
coordinates reduces to the integration of the scalar func-
tion F (U).

Integral of F (U) over two ”redundant” coordinates
gives

∫

dxN+1dxN+2 F (UN ) = 2πzz′
∫ ∞

UN−2

dUN F (UN ),

∫ ∞

UN−2

dUN F (UN ) = CN
(UN−2)

3−N

N − 3

× F (N − 3,
N

2
− 1;N − 2;− 2

UN−2
).

For example, for N = 4

1

C4

∫ ∞

U2

dU4 F (U4) = −1

2
ln

U2

U2 + 2
;

for N = 5

1

C5

∫ ∞

U3

dU5 F (U5) =
U3 + 1

√

U3(U3 + 2)
− 1;

for N = 6

1

C6

∫ ∞

U4

dU6 F (U6) =
1

4

[

ln
U4

U4 + 2
+

1

U4
+

1

U4 + 2

]

;

for N = 7

1

C7

∫ ∞

U5

dU7 F (U7) = −2

3

U5 + 1
√

U5(U5 + 2)

+
2

3
+

1

3

U5 + 1

[U5(U5 + 2)]
3

2

.

The integral of the function F (U) over four ”redundant”
coordinates gives

∫

dxN−1dxNdxN+1dxN+2F (UN )

= (2πzz′)2
∫ ∞

UN−4

dUN−2

∫ ∞

UN−2

dUN F (UN )

= CN

(2πzz′)2U4−N
N−4

(N − 3)(N − 4)
F (N − 4,

N

2
− 1;N − 2;− 2

UN−4
).

For example, one has for N = 5

1

C5

∫ ∞

U1

dU1

∫ ∞

U3

dU3 F (U5) = −
√

U1(U1 + 2) + U + 1;
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for N = 6

1

C6

∫ ∞

U2

dU4

∫ ∞

U4

dU6 F (U6) =
1

4
(U2 + 1) ln

(

U2

U2 + 2

)

+
1

2
;

for N = 7

1

C7

∫ ∞

U3

dU5

∫ ∞

U5

dU7 F (U7) =
2

3

[

√

U3(U3 + 2) − U − 1

+
1

√

U3(U3 + 2)

]

.
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